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Notebook check 26: Quiz 18 Review page 57

Warm up: Answers to Oklahoma Tornado Data

1. The number of tornadoes in May correlates with 

d. A below average temperature and above average humidity

2. According to the data, how does temperature affect the formation of 

tornadoes

b. Tornadoes are less likely to form when temperatures are above average

3. The difference in humidity during the busiest moth for tornadoes and the 

quietest month for tornadoes is

a. 7%

4. Tornadoes occur most frequently in the follow temperature or humidity 

interval

b. Temperature: 0 to 8 degrees below average

5. Tornadoes are least likely to occur when 

d. Temperatures are 12 to 16 degrees above or below average



Learning goal: How the transfer of energy through the Earth’s atmosphere, the Earth’s 
rotation, absorption and radiation of energy create weather patterns and events.

Learning scale:

Student’s self-evaluation: Complete at home or at the end of class, use the   

4-3-2-1 Learning scale (two to three sentences).

Homework: Hurricane info graphic

1 2 3 4

Relate thermal 
energy to the 
formation of 

weather.

Identify weather 
systems based on 

data including 
temperature, 
pressure and 

moisture.

Explain the causation of 
weather systems and 
terms of energy and 

Earth’s rotations.  Make 
immediate predictions 
based on present data.

Apply past and present 
data to predict and 

future weather patterns 
and events and justify 

the predictions in terms 
of energy transfer 
between various 

systems.
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Questions: Quiz 18 Review

1. How do the Rocky Mountains affect the air moving into the area around the 

Central Plains of the United States?

2. What might cause a below average number of tornadoes in a given year?

3. Tornado alley is located in the central portion of the United States.  Why do 

tornadoes frequently form here?

4. Illustrate a high-pressure system; show how air flows and how temperatures 

change on the ground.

5. Warm dry air enters Tornado Alley after passing over what states?

6. Describe how a tornado forms.

7. Why are warm ground temperatures important in the formation of tornado?

8. Describe how tornadoes are forecast and how much lead time is possible.

9. Why must a sudden drop in pressure precede a tornado?

10. How many times, from 1955 to 2017, did the US temperature anomaly exceed 1°

in the same year the tornado anomaly exceed 100?
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Post Quiz Work: Complete Hurricane Infographic – Page 59


